Integrity of the dissociated adult cardiac myocyte: gap junction tearing and the mechanism of plasma membrane resealing.
Dissociation of adult cardiac myocytes by collagenase perfusion techniques requires separation of the junctional contacts that link the cells physically, electrically and metabolically in the intact heart. Gap junctions, one of three types of intercellular junction present at the cardiac intercalated disc, are not split into their component membranes when myocytes are dissociated; they are ripped from the plasma membrane of one cell, to be retained by its neighbour. Partitioning of junctions in this way might be expected to constitute a serious threat to the ionic integrity of dissociated myocytes, but in practice, high yields of functionally intact cells, suitable for experimental studies, are routinely obtained. To explain this apparent paradox, repair mechanisms, operating to seal the membrane lesions caused by gap junction tearing, have been hypothesized, but evidence for their existence has previously been lacking. Using freeze-fracture electron microscopy, the present study identifies repair sites as smooth membrane domains that are continuous with the neighbouring plasma membrane, thus forming intact seals. That these structures are not chemically-induced artefacts is demonstrated by their presence in myocytes that were frozen directly from the living state. Subsarcolemmal vesicle clusters, detected in thin sections and freeze-fracture replicas, are associated with the smooth sealing domains. These structures may represent either rounded-up fragments of mechanically disrupted membrane or structures concerned with the synthesis of new lipid. From their freeze-fracture morphology, the sealing domains appear to be lipid-rich and protein-poor. Cytochemical studies using Ruthenium Red, cationized ferritin and lectins show in addition that they have a lower content of negatively-charged membrane components than the neighbouring plasma membrane, and that the carbohydrate residues normally associated with plasma membrane glycolipids and glycoproteins are absent.